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8

Beyond the Realm of Reason
Understanding the Extreme Environmental
Rhetoric of the John Birch Society
ROBERT L. BROWN and CARL G. HERNDL

The pickup that passed us had a scene in mylar on the window of the
topper-three snow-capped mountains and a large bird flying in the foregro und. The mountains were perfect Fuj iyama cones, volcanic and prominent. The bird had the white head and tail fan of a bald eagle. "Nature," I
say, "but not li ke any mountains in the rea l world. And that poo r eagle has
grown turkey vu lture wings." Much laughter followed in the van, and
mu ch talk about w ho has and who hasn't climbed a mountain; about who
can and who can't tell an eagle's pini ons from a turkey vu lture's; about
who drives o ld pickups at 75 o n icy roads.
Of co urse, we're right abo ut how many glaciated cinder-cone mountains
there are. And about the wings of eagles. And about art and representation.
Later, in fact, we check the flight profiles of the eagle and the turkey vulture
in Roger Tory Peterson's A Field Guide to the Birds. We like precision, the
order of the field guide, the knowledge of the "flight profile" and that technical term. The name pinion feather. The money to travel to mountains and
climb them, and the ingrained habits of bird-watching. They like the grand
and the grandiloquent, the idea lized. And on both sides, these " likes" are
not isolated phenomena; they are deeply interested and political.
This is, of course, not a story flattering to us knowledgeable academics,
howeve r right we might have been about mountains, eagles, and art. And it
is a story that involves a degree of generalizatio n, a kind of stereotyping
that is neither polite nor appropriate in carefu l scholarship. But it is representative; we weren't doing anything strange o r rare. We were doing what
all speakers and writers do-indeed, w hat all sign users do-when they
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use words to describe the world. Knowledge is deployed in t his story both
then and now in the retelling. O ur conversation and the knowledge we
display locates us, the van full of academics, in relation to others who m we
do n't know. Using knowledge in this way conveys and cements a sort of
symbolic power ; using this language so easily locates us o n a social and
educational hierarchy. Our language has prestige; it is specialized; it distinguishes us as ana lytic and educated. Its power exists only when it is used in
relation to others w ho don't, we assume, share that knowledge-power. It's
the power o f knowing, and knowing that we k now, in the presence o f
others who don't: guys who buy pickups with toppers and put bad art on
the tailgate window.
At first, th is looks like a story of right and wrong, of getting it right and
getting it wrong. Is this how the world o'f mountains and eagles really is?
But that is too simple, and this is not really a story about truth. And why,
we might ask, is it even important that a rt- in this case popular art-get it
"right, " scientificall y? Our unexamined assumptio n th at the discourse of
science, of ratio nality, sho uld dominate is telling. It tells us how thoroughly
we believe that our way of seeing, our rhetoric is natural common sense. It
tells us how important our ways of knowing can be to us. We think this
sto ry is really abo ut the relationships of intellectual and social domination
that shape all o ur socia l interaction.
Purchasi ng and displaying the window picture (and behind it, manufacturing and marketing the image), and our form ing jokes at the expense of
the pickup driver are cultural practices. When we engage in th em, we consolidate and confirm our histories and our complex positio ns in the world,
however flattering or unflattering, each aga inst the other. T hrough our
conversation in the van, w e identify o urselves as people who study geology
and nature. And o ur talk represents the driver of the pickup-correctly or
not-as someone who reads the J. C. Whitney catalog and builds trucks as
art. Rheto rically, we and the pickup drivers need each other. Our rhetorics,
in a sense, a re interdependent. Our knowledge, and theirs, become powerful only in rel ation to each other. When the two · contrasting kinds of
knowled ge-po wer are deployed, they consolidate group identities and social positio ns, both the pickup driver's and ours. And this process of defining public selves o perates everywhere knowledge is d eployed, everywhere
we present o ur views of the world to the world. 1

Rhetoric as a Place to Be
Like o ther chapters in this collection, this essay assumes that the environment abo ut w hich we speak and t he rhetoric we use w hen we talk about
it a re insepara ble. Certainly t hey are in practice. The job o f m any o f us
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involved in en vironmenta l study a nd activism is to change minds so that
actions toward the world may also change, and the business of rhetoric is
to explain how words change minds. A number of rhetorical theorists
have argued for some time now th at our knowled ge of things, the environment for example, is created through rhetorical activity. But we would
push the connection between rh etoric and the environment one step furt her. We are interested in the ways that the words we use to talk a bout the
en viron ment establish and support us, the ones who ta lk about it. In our
view, the rhetoric of th~ environment performs two different kinds of
cultural work: one w hich produces knowledge about the p hysical world,
and a second which produces the consciousness-indeed, the identitiesof those w ho produce that knowledge. Environmental rhetoric, like all
cultu ra l work, sets relationshi ps among its writers, readers, and the
worlds o f which they speak; it creates roles, formations, a place to be.
Rhetoric represents the world and its history and locates its users in that
world and in relations with other people. And when rhetoric does so, it
provides its users a socially recognized identity and a position from which
to speak and act coherentl y. O ur story abou t the pickup is really abo ut
this second kind of cultural work; it revea ls the way o ur language creates
our identity and positions us in relation to the rest of the world.
In this essay, we examine the rhetoric the John Birch Society uses to
write about the environment; we argue that this discourse which seems
irrational a nd extremist to many environmentalists and academics can be
understood as part o f a contested cultural exchange, a contest not only
about the nature of t he w o rld, but also about the identity and place of
those involved in the debate. Certainly environmental rhetoric is powerfu l because it allows rhetors to manipulate the w o rld to suit thei r interests. But enviro nmental rhetoric is also powerful because it makes rhetors
members of powerful social groups, and in doing so it helps create their
social identity. We want to step back from our disagreement with the
ultraconservative position of th e Jo hn Birch Society-step back from o ur
opposition to what seems to be bad policy, bad science, bad argumentand attempt to understand their rhetoric as a complex social exchange
thro ugh w hich t he members of the John Birch Society assert the power
and prestige of their language, beliefs, and, as we argue, their social identity and position. Rather than engage in the debate about specific environmen tal issues, we describe the structu re and nature of the contest itself.
By doing this, we can understand the rhetoric of the Jo hn Birch Society as
a strategic cultural and political move. Stepping back from the debate
also helps us see that there is more at stake than any particular environmental po licy or scientific position, and that this overabundance of stakes
helps explain the vehemence w ith which gro ups like t he John Birch Soci-
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ety assert their position. Certainly if recent history tells us anything, it
tells us that merely offering mo re, and more careful, scientific a rguments
has little o r no effect on the position and rhetoric of groups like the John
Birch Society. We offer one explanation for why this is so.

The Sense in Talking Nonsense
This essay ana lyzes the env ironment as constructed by a group that seems
alien to us: the Jo hn Birch Society, which we take as emblematic fo r much
of the American political right. In June of 1992, the society brought o ut a
special issue of their monthly magazine, the New American, focused on
issues of the environment and subtitled "The Resi lient Earth. " These writings are fascinating in their own right, since to many of us they seem to be
pure nonsense: They claim that there is no global warming. Either ozone
depletion isn't happening, or if it is, it's not hazardous. The earth can support an almost unlimited population. The rainforests are unnecessary for
ecological balance. Increased C0 2 concentration, and the resu lting greenhouse effect, promise unimaginable improvements in agricultural production. Understanding a rhetoric which seems irrational and extreme to
many of us is important to environmentalists, rhetoricians, and policy makers alike because the high visibility and resi lience of this rhetoric indicate
that it is deeply rooted in American culture. It won't disappear, and it is not
readily understood.
It's remarkably easy to find flaws in both the arguments and the evidence
supporting these claims: suspect sources, unmentioned political alliances
and funding, lacunae, the whole suite of logical fallacies, shifts of focus and
field. And it's satisfying to point them out. It's easy, in fact, to use the
writings of the Jo hn Birch Society for the analytical equivalent of the game
of making fun of guys who can't tell an eagle from a vulture and who
advertise the fact o n the back of their truck. We can easily use our
knowledge-power to disenfranchise those other speakers. But it is precisely
the act of being disenfranchised that lies at the very heart of their rhetorical
and cultural behav ior.
Why do we speak no nsense? According to the authors of "The Resilient
Earth ," most environmentalist rh etoric is pure, liberal nonsense. And to us
the writings where they make th is cl aim are pure, reactionary nonsense.
We can't bo th be right-or can we? Certainly we're both ri ght about o ur
taste in rhetoric that positions us as writers and readers in rel atio nships to
each other and to th e world-comfortable, whole, coherent, and secure.
Certainly, we're both ri ght about what we like to read and write, and about
the effects this reading and writing have on us. It's this "common sense"
based o n socially distinctive systems o f belief and complex relations of self
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and culture that we seek to explain. If we can understand what the John
Birch Society is up to, rhetorically, in their writings on the environment, we
may a lso understa nd what we are up to in the pa rt of our own rhetoric that
lies beyond the logical. Our argument does not deny the logical. Rather, it
recognizes that our use of rational, scientific arguments always invokes
their cultural power, and that these cultura l relations create a social and
extrarati ona l context, what we wi ll call an "econo my" of self an d culture,
in which our argu ments serve other, and multiple, purposes. We refer to an
economy because our argu ments have value and power, and we use them
in th e intellectual and cultural market. This terminology attests to the insight of the popular cl iche used when someone makes a successful argument: "you can take that to the bank."
We preface our ana lys is with a necessary caveat on scientific truth dicta ted by recent rheto ri cal and cultural theory. All concepts and models in
environmental science are in contentio n, as they are in all science. We can't
claim privileged access to truth, or that we inhabi t some neutra l space,
some ideology-free zone of pure, disinterested knowledge. Finally, we need
to subject our own positions to reflexive ana lys is, recognizing that our
most dearly held environ mental beliefs-in the systemic nature of the
phys ica l world, in the unpredictability of tech nological innovation, in our
skeptical view of modernist science in general-are a lways both interested
and fa llible (Herndl).

The Logic of "The Resilient Earth "
"The Resilient Earth" contai ns eighteen articles, each short and topical, in
a newsmagazine format: color bar at the top with a descriptive headline
("Global Warmi ng, " fo r example), a fi gurative title ("Net Loss of Freedom"), o ne ill ustrative photo with caption, and two to five topical subheads. It looks li ke Newsweek. Authors are members of the "contributors"
panel; no affiliations or biographies are given, and three of them write the
majority o f the arti cles.
It's important, we think, to examine o ne of these articles in order to gain
a sense of the way a rg uments are constru cted. O ne article will suffice, since
the rhetori c of the entire edition is remarkably consistent. In "Fury of
Mother Nature," written under the heading "Natural Polluta nts," we hear
that we need not fear the environmenta l consequences of greenhouse gas
production (or the environmentalists who write abou t them). T he piece
treats three topics: volcanic effluent, Pacific Ocean currents and weather
changes, and an imal pollution. The controlling idea is the claim that human pollutants are insignifica nt when compared wi th other "natural"
sources. The logical fa llacies and bad data are everywhere obvious, even to
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the nonscientist. The irrelevant reason fallacy is so prominent that it becomes the organizing rhetorical motif, or trope, of the article. For example,
the piece opens with an appeal to the authority of Dixie Lee Ray, who
claims that "all of the air polluting materi als produced by man since the
beginning of the industrial revolution do not begin to equal the quantities
of toxic materials, aerosols, and particulates spewed into the air from just
three volcanoes: Krakatoa ... Katmai .. . and H ekla" (quoted in Lee 5) .
From this, it's argued that man-made pollution is not a significant danger.
Setting aside the category error in equating particulates and unspecified
aerosols to greenhouse gases, the claim that more is okay because there's
lots already is still prima facie absurd-and obvious. The same trope organizes a discussion of termite and ant activity that occupies over one-third of
the piece. Assembling a long passage detailing the abi lity of gut bacteria in
termites to redu ce carboniferous material to C0 2 and methane, the writer
claims-accurately but irrelevantly-that termites are an important
source of methane and C0 2 • The kinship of termites to ants allows a linking of global warming and acid rain. With ants, the issue is formic acid,
said to be a major component of rainwater acidity in tropical wilderness
areas. While true, this irrelevant claim elides the fact that such acidity is
trivial and benign, and unrelated to industrial-based acid rain. With a
grand rhetorical flourish detailing the number of ants in the acidproducing subfamily formicinae, the sectio n ends with the claim that the
600,000 metric tons of ant-generated formic acid is "equal to the combined formic acid contributions of automo biles, refuse conbustion and
vegetation" (Lee 5). The article fails to point out, however, that neither
cars nor plants produce formic acid. But the accumulation of heavily qualified scientific data sounds persuasive and masks the fact that it is all logically irrelevant to the argumentative point.
The overall figure created by this article sees nature and man as opposing "despoilers," but membership in one or the other category is strikingly flexible. Spanish and Portuguese sheep, Indian cattle, and Dutch
pigs are described, because they are an imals, as "natural" forces of destruction rather than as agricultural technologies produced and controlled by man. Random forces of nature are invoked in the section on
floods, droughts, and other weather disruptions through a deta iled discussion of "Los N inos," the tropical Pacific Ocean currents. Changes in
these currents brought "both the US drought and the devastating floods
that swamped Bangladesh" (quoted in Lee 5). Here the logical misstep is
not irrelevance but the suppression of significant data: what caused the
Bangladeshi floods? Certainly the rains did, but the deforestation and
overgrazing from unhappy choices of agricultural and forestry practices
were at least equally responsib le. The nature vs. man opposition invoked
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by the article depends on a reductive isolation of the complex interconnections between phenomena.
And what caused the rains and the drought? According to "Fury of
Mother Nature," it's chance. The possibility that climatic disruptions
might resu lt from changes in C0 2 levels and rising mean temperatures, for
example, is excluded by a habit of mind everywhere evident in all of the
articles in "The Resilient Earth": systematic/dynam ic explanations are conspicuously absent. Explanation in these pieces is local, discrete, and built
around a simplistic sort of Cartesian causality that's striking even on a
casual reading. Typically the articles contrad ict themselves internally as
they marshal opposing evidence to refute different points-here the flexible membership in the "nature" and "man" categories. The article's telling
last words are another powerful example: "Clearly, man has a long way to
go to match natu re as a 'despoiler' of the environment" (Lee 5). Logically,
this conclusion is untenable. Nature, of course, is the environment and
cannot despoil itself. Nor can man logically be said to "match" nature as a
despoi ler; they are not in competition. Nature provides the background
against which the effects of any human activity are measured, and it's the
effect of technology on nature that environmental science attempts to
model. But this sentence does make pragmatic sense if we read it as a defense against the claim that man is a despoi ler-and indeed this defense of
man and his activities is the overwhelming rhetorical goal of "The Resilient
Earth."
There's an overriding sense that these articles are addressing a list of
arguments external to them, propositions in the air, someo ne else's cultural
knowledge. The essays, on first readi ng, appear to be standard, popular
scientific essays, exer cises in exposition. In style and format, they mirror
popular news magazines. Yet they do not actually develop top ics from any
internal logic. Rather, they look outward, perhaps to a series of accusations, attacks which they address, each separately. As a result, the dominant rhetorical posture is defense, motivated by the political and economic
argument that runs throughout the articles. Underlying all the John Birch
Society publ icatio ns we reviewed was a strident, virtually paranoid conspiracy theory. Government, international banking, the academy, business,
and international socialism were consistently cast as parts of an unrecognized plot to attack individual au tonomy and freedom. Readers are
warned, for example, that the "inflammatory socialist rhetoric" of the Rio
Earth Summit was not as impo rtant as the "dominance of the whole affair
by internationalist banking/big business/media/ public policy elites of the
Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) and Trilateral Commission (TC)" (Jaspers 35). Later in the same piece, readers are told that the "fictive covering
of planetary 'democracy' " at the conference hid a conspiracy between
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"the socialist/communist Left and th e corporate/banking capitalist elite"
(Jaspers 36) .
We can't, finall y, read these pieces as autonomous texts. We cannot rest
satisfied w ith refuting their arguments and data, no matter how gratify ing
the exercise. Perhaps here more than in most cases, we must treat these
writings as parts of a cultural process that goes beyond the particular texts,
as parts of a dia logue. The logical inco nsistencies and the textual incoherence, so obvio us to us as read ers, a re less strange when we begin to read this
as a response of writers, and t he community t hat identifies with that writer,
w ho feel that they are under siege.

Understanding Nonsense
Three things troubl e us about the John Birch Society writings on the environmet1t and about our responses to them. And these troub ling points are
what make the rhetoric of the New American compelling to us as both
concerned environmentalists and rhetorical theorists. First, they write nonsense a nd they must know it. These are educated w riters; they simply ca n't
not see the structural and scientific problems so obvious to us in their
claims. Second, they look bad: extreme, combative, paranoid-at least to
us. Fina lly, and paradoxicall y: our last observation can't be right- at least
not in terms of the lived experience of many Americans. These writings are
read, used, enjoyed by a substantia l segment o f the America n people, and
for every citizen who positio ns himself or herself around this extreme versio n of American political conservatism, there are many more delighting in
the less extreme but strikingly similar performan ces of Rush Limbaugh or
G. Gordon Liddy. So we pro pose a t heoretical look at the cultural work
being done both in th e deployment of th ese a rguments, positions, and identities, and in our response to them.
W hat rhetori cal explanation would be adequate to explain these writings, our responses, and the cultura l work that both are surely doing? The
classical Aristotelian distinction of logos, ethos, and pathos goes some distance, and provides a useful way to define t he architecture we have in
mind. We focus less o n the logical realm of facts and propositional relatio nships and more on the rhetor's credibility and presence, and the audience's
fea rs, wishes, and dreams; less on logos than o n ethos and pathos. But
we're uncomfortable with classical rhetoric's easy confidence in these discrete categories. In o ur view, Aristotelian rh etoric (origina ll y, and in its
many classical and modern analogs) may be part of a way of thinking
about rhetoric that makes it nea rly impossible to understand the complex
economy of self and culture th at is invovled in this case. The classical notion of th e writer or speaker always involves conscious, independent
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agency, the troubli ng assumption that rhetori cal strategies are choices-as
if the apparatus of ethi cal argument, for example, can be simpl y selected
and used. A great d eal of contemporary th eoretical wo rk, however, suggests that, to a considerable extent, existing cultural structures provide the
categori es and standa rds through which we perceive the world and g uide
the way we think. To exert th is kind o f influence, these cultu ra l structures
must necessa ri ly rema in largely hidden, even, or especially, from their w ill ing participants.2 Viewing rhetori c as cultural work asks us to exa mine
how writing always participates in the socia l p ractices that maintain o ur
socia l stru cture with its systems of power and th at define who we are
within these systems.
So what is "The Resi lient Earth" doing, fo r the john Birch Society reader
and for those o f us who find it absurdl y illogical? A useful way to begin is to
exa mine the opponent created by the unremittingly ad versa rial writing in
these articl es. "The Resilient Earth " is coherent as a rhetorica l action taken
aga inst an absent adversary who holds certain diffi cult beliefs: "the environmentalists," who in turn are th e dupes an d servants of international
socialism. In the view from "The Resilient Earth," the opposition is characterized as either foolish or corrupt, consistentl y beneath contempt o r consideration. A quotation pulled from a piece on global warming is prominentl y displayed in a block set in the center of th e second page:
A "leading" climate model produced by th e British Meteorological Office shows
similar amounts of mid-summer rain falling in the middl e of the Sahara Desert and
in the notoriously wet Ireland and Scotl and. (McManus 8)

According to the article, this comes from "several prestigio us authorities"
who earli er o ffered a " ridiculous ' ice age' scare." The bitter irony of t his
passage is cha racteristi c of the article as a whole. Consistently, no rm al
science, the en vironmenta l policy that draws on it, and the political systems that suppo rt such poli cy are held up to scorn: " unproven theories,"
" near -hysterical glo bal warming non-science," "scary scenarios," " trendy
theory," "global warming fanatics," "self-appointed ex perts," "Senators
w ho pander to ... enviro nmental lobbies," all of them " riding th e environmental wave." It's fairly unremarkab le invective for th e unremarkab le end
of casting th e o pposition as fools, o r what seems worse in their particu lar
rhetoric: as hysteri cal, emoti o nal women or impressionable children.
But this rheto ri c is more interesting when we treat it as a complex piece
of cultural work, locating the w riter and reader and those whom they
oppose-and upon wh o m they depend for th eir carefull y constructed identities. The worldview that info rms "The Resilient Earth" (a nd a ll of the
publicatio ns o f th e society o ne w ill receive after ordering any publication)
is occult, suspicious, and rad icall y individualistic. Environmental science
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and scientists are not th e pro blem; they a re pu ppets, blind to the implicatio ns o f their wo rk and publicati o ns, and ultimately controlled by a glo bal
conspiracy invisible to all but the initiated society member.
The lo ngest article in "The Resilient Earth " occurs almost at the end and
serves as a summary, and it offers a political reading that o rganizes the
mass of isolated and miscellaneous claims of the rest of the issue. In a piece
on th e United Nations' " Earth Summit"-characterized as "enviro nmental Woodstock," a "greater gathering of the greenies"-the society's official view of the coming "socialist new wo rld order" is wo rked o ut in some
detail. T he p iece is characterized by lists, typically of organizations or poli tical leaders, blithely assigned to active roles in internatio nal socialism:
Who a rc " they" who arc doing all this planning? Besides the ho rdes o f UN bureaucrats, there is an a rmy o f ecology "experts" from Grccnpcacc, the Sierra Club,
Friends of the Earth , Environ mental Defense Fund, Natural Resources Defense
Council, Na ture Conservancy, Pla nned Pa renthood, Zero Population G rowth, Natio nal Wildli fe Federa tion, Wo rldwatch Insti tute, National O rganization of
Women Wo rld Council of Churches, Socialist Interna tiona l Women, and literally
hundreds more of what the UN calls NCO's (non-governmenta l organizations).
(Jasper 35)

In this piece that imposes easy coherence and order o n rema rkably dissimila r groups of o rganizations, we are told th at "There is virtually no area of
human activity o r environmental concern that they have not arrogated as
their own to plan, supervise, regulate and control" (Jasper 35) . At the end
of the piece we are wa rned that
The war is on a nd ca nnot be avoided. It is the US Consti tution versus the UN Cha rter, inali enable God-given rights and freedo m versus New World Order slavery, private property versus socialism, a nd pantheism versus biblica l mo rality. (Jasper 3 8)

Anyo ne passingly familiar with the language of the American right has
seen these lists used in this incantato ry way, and the " war" figure used to
positio n the sides of the debate. Proba bly most of us wo uld resist the
pa ranoid view that o ur lives are controlled by invisible cabals of Trilateralists, the Council o n Foreign Relations, and the Natio nal Organi zati.o n
of Wo men. But it's critical to set o ur resistance to these arguments astde
to see the o rder in this rhetoric. French language and culture theorist
Pierre Bo urdieu provides a po werfu l way to understa nd what is happening when writers marshal these masses of claims th at appear so radicall y
paranoid and extreme to readers like us. Bo urdieu's theo ry· allows us to
see that this rh etorical strategy is multiply determined, and all the more
intractable for the many things the rheto ric simultaneously acco mplishes
fo r its users.
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T he Ling uist ic Habitus a nd th e Marketp lace
Bourdieu offers three points which help explain the cultural work of "The
Resi lient Ea rth. " First, all language comes to have meaning o nly in contrast to o ther sociall y constru cted ways of using language.3 Second, in a
q uite literal way, our wo rds, our rhetorics are us; we "embody" them.
T hird, we. must treat all rhetorical producti on as a complex system, understandable o nly through analysis of multiple, interconnected relationshi ps.
At th e center of his analysis is the re latio nship between what he calls the
habitus and th e linguistic marketplace. T he habitus is his general term for
all of our dispositions to act in particular ways in particular settings. H e
defines a habitus as a set of "durable dispositio ns" that incline us to act in
systemati c ways witho ut there being conscio us rules; they are patterns of
tho ught inculcated in us thro ugh a li fetime. These dispositio ns are durable
in the sense th at they tend to remain largely the same throughout o ur lives
as we remain largely the same person. And the dispositions of social groups
tend to be passed o n to new members of the group; social structures and
the behavio rs characteristic of them tend to be consistent over time. In a
sense, these dispositio ns are "habits" of linguistic/rhetorical behavio r regular and definable, but operating beyond the regularities of simple linguistic
ru les. After a lifetime of inculcation fro m all aspects of our everyday lives,
our habitus is us, in a manner of speaking, because in using it in our everyday lives, we present ourselves to the world, elicit reactio ns from the wo rld,
and in so doing, confirm and confo rm o urselves. For Bourdieu, the habitus
is a mental entity not amenable to direct access o r explanation, but revea led everywhere we act, especially when we act thro ugh language
(Bourdieu 82- 84). It might be thought of as a persistent style of thought,
speech, and actio n.
In ma king his second point, Bo urdieu a rgues that o ur language practices
are litera ll y embodied in us as the habitus. "All groups," he says, "entrust
the bod y, treated like a kind of memo ry, with their most precious possessio ns," their cultural, institutio nal records (123). We walk, talk, dress, behave, and li ve in ways that mirro r the complex processes that fo rmed us,
and we reproduce a nd represent these processes in all o ur social behavior.
T his seemingly radica l idea need be no more surp rising than the realizatio n
that we can tell a g reat deal a bo ut someone's life from the way he speaks,
the way he d resses and acts in social settings, the kinds of relations he
assumes in conversational encounters, fro m what we colloquially call
" bod y language." A useful ill ustratio n fro m popular culture might be Eliza
Doolittle in Alan Lerner and Frederick Loewe's My Fair Lady, an adaptation of George Bernard Shaw 's Pygmalion. To change her language, deportment, and social sense, she has to change socia l class. Or rath er, in chang-
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ing her language, bearing, and behavior, she changes class, and thus her
social identity. So for Bourdieu, rhetoric is very nearly somatic; the deployment, in a particular setting, of ou r habitus. H is accou nt focuses on the
way a ll language use expresses, reproduces, and consolidates the relations
of power underlying culture: our many institutional relationships-ties to
hearth, ho me, communi ty-everywhere present when we contact culture.
They are literall y carried in and o n our bodi es.
More convincingly than the external signs w hich adorn the body (like decorations,
uniforms, army stripes, insignia, etc.), the incorporated signs (s uch as manners,
ways of speak ing-accents-, ways of walking or standin g-gait, posture,
bearing-, tabl e manners, etc. and taste} which underli e the production of practices a imed, intentionally or not, both at signifying self and at signifying socia l
positi on through the interplay o f distinctive d iffe rences, arc destined to fun ction as
so many calls to order by virtue o f which those who might have forgotten ... are
reminded of the position assigned to them by the institution . ( 123-24)

If Bourdieu's habitus looks inward, to the sociall y constructed self, his
notion of the " marketplace" looks o utward, to the places where we contend with words and the power that they represent and create. The model
of a " marketpl ace" of cultural contact and exchange invokes exactl y the
sort o f "economy" of selves and culture that we have been describing. In
o ur view, and Bourdieu's, the presentation of self in words is literally an
econo my, a complex system of exchange and va lue creation. We may find
th at o ur views, our linguistic styles, our complexes o f underlying beliefs
find immediate "currency" when we speak th em ; they may be respected
and successfu l. But we may also find that t hey have littl e "value" or that
they are rejected as "counterfeit." In any case, self is a fragile co nstruct, at
stake in every exchange, and held intact only by the reception it find s w hen
deployed in the marketplace. Our va lue, personal ly, and in th e direct, literal sense, is a function of o ur reception in various marketplaces. In
Bourdieu's theory, our rhetoric is always shaped by our habitus and our
sense o f the linguistic marketplace; the push and pull of each system
aga inst the other determines what we say and how w e say it. In this twosided, systemic view, rhetori c becomes a th eory of the constant, social,
economic, dialectical building and rebuilding of self in which we engage
when we meet the world with words and other signs.
What rhetorical, political marketplace do the writers of "The Resilient
Earth" intend ? A commonsense, impulsive answer might be: "surely not
one where they look like fools for bad science a nd a paranoid outlook."
But t he complexity of their rhetori c makes us take a harder look, and see
some patterns we claim may locate rhetoric of the environment and its
practitioners in general. Said b riefly: t he extrem ity of the John Birch Soci-
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ety's rhetoric marks their habitus as sociall y marginal, a reactionary and
even desperate rhetorical action aga inst a dominant, coherent, liberal discourse. If they feel defensive, they are probably right. The extremism and
energy of their rhetoric, and of most environmentalist responses to them
are sy mptoms of the polarity and the degree of antipathy between posi~
tions. And the society's rhetoric also underscores both the institutional
power of stand ard enviro nmental science with its conventio ns for reporting data and making arguments, and the political formations that support
standa rd science. In a way, their extremity sho uld encourage partisans of
environmentalism: they are telling us th at the battle is over and th at they
have probably lost. 4 Unfortunately, t his is no t the on ly battle and theirs is
not the on ly, and certain ly n~t the most powerful, opposition to environmental action.
Read in this way, the Jo hn Birch Society's appropriatio n of scientific
discourse, and of th e forms and format of th e consensus press newsmagazines, makes sense as a striking reversal of what Bourdieu calls the "strategy of condescension." For Bourdieu, linguistic condescension occurs
when a powerful member of the dominant linguistic community temporaril y adopts the language of a marginal or disenfranchised group. When this
occu rs, two things happen simultaneously. First, if he is successful, the
speaker builds a social link to the disenfranchised because he recognizes
and attributes va lue to their habitus. But in doing so, he paradox icall y
reinforces the power of his own privileged language. In the case of the John
Birch Society writer, when he adopts th e language and style of the mainstream press he recogni zes the cultural power of the dominant press and
simulta neously marks his own ha bitus as marginal.
When a member of a marginal group, speaking from a margi nal habitus,
appropriates the rhetoric of the dom inant class, who is he foo ling? Never,
Bourdieu wou ld say, wi ll he fool the do minant classes. But probably "fool"
is an inelegant expression for the cultural work such rhetorical appropriations seek to accomplish. What, after all, is the New American? A teaching
tool? Or a recruiting tool? Scientific reporting? News reporting? Does it set
out to chan ge minds ? Or is it epideictic rhetoric, seeking only to please and
affirm the beliefs of a group a lready sure of its positions?
Probably it is many of these things, but it is almost certai nly not a tool to
teach us a new way of seeing the environment and o ur relationship to it. In
the si mplest sense, it is not written for us-and o ur reactions confirm this.
So it makes sense to read "The Resi lient Ea rth " as a tactical appropriation
of the dominant rhetoric in a reversal of the strategy of cond escension. In
the local rhetorical marketplace of like-minded readers, t his appropriation
ma kes the writer and t he readers he binds to him look li ke heroic rebels. H e
has taken the opposition's means of language production and used it for
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his o wn ends: he offers evidence of equivalent power. T his is the rheto ri c of
group solidarity, not of deliberation or proof. Fro m this perspective, the
fact of flawed logical and scientific particulars matters little; this is an economic actio n, a significant rhetorical "taking" of linguistic, rheto rical
power. That the writers and readers of the magazine do see themselves as a
co herent but marginalized group is o bvious from their language. Througho ut the lo ngest piece in the issue, William Jaspers describes the powerful
" new enemy"-the UN and the startling collection of nongovernmental
organizations we described earlier-as a group that combines everyone
from the "socialist/communist Left" to "the co rporate/banking capitalist
elite" (Jaspers 36). Representatives of this environmentalist coalition a re
repeatedly, and scornfully, identified as " insiders," " insider experts," and
" one-world Insiders," ma rking the writer and his readers as o utsiders, excluded fro m this po werful, glo bal coalition.
The John Birch Society's attempt to appropriate the language and style
of scientific news reporting and to give their rhetoric symbolic value might
succeed, except th at, as Bo urdieu points out, the domin ant classes and
their langu age can never fin ally be excluded from the larger marketplace.
In fact, their control of the linguistic ma rketplace is a functi onal definition
of cultural do minati on. So any rheto rical battle wo n in the local community constituted by readers of the New American is inevitably lost in the
larger social context, as the la rger linguistic marketplace assigns value to
the entire rheto rical act. The power of normal scientific method with its
systemic analyses and of consensus news repo rting with its complexes of
beliefs and value is validated and reinforced as the writers in the New
American try to appropriate them fo r their cause. Their act of imitation
and appropriatio n acknowledges th at the do minant language is valua ble,
th at it is legitimate and wo rth appro priating. And while they succeed in
their local market, th ey fail utterl y in the larger ma rket. We read them as
fools.
Significantly, we are not claiming here that they are fools, or even that
the methodology and rheto ric o f environmental science are finally
"right" -even though we may believe it. What Bourdieu's view offers is a
way to trace the operations of language and power in public rhetoric
independently of the truth claims of that rhetori c.
Bo urdieu o ffers a telling illustration of power at work in language in a
reading of what American sociolinguists have named " hypercorrection ."
When a speaker tries to produce the speech forms of a do minant linguistic
group, and fails, partly, we call this hypercorrection. T he simplest examples are " malapro pisms," but the more interesting ones occur in syntactic
and sound structures. A speaker who hypercorrects has partial knowledge
of the rules governing th e fo rms he o r she's trying to produce, but only
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partial knowledge. So if we say "credible" and mean what is meant by
"credita ble," fo r example, we've gotten close to the word-and told our
knowledgea ble hearers that we don 't know the distinction . Similarly,
speakers who use "whom " where "who" wo uld be called fo r in the prestige dialect reveal several things: that they do n't have the who/who m distinction in their ling uistic habitus, and that this distinction, rightly made,
co nfers the po wer of prestige in the la rger linguistic marketplace. Linguist
William Labov did the first and most extensive work o n hypercorrectio n in
his study o f th e language practices of inner city street ga ngs; the Jets and
Thunderbirds he studied would occasio nally produce for ms that were not
govern ed by either the rules of their ow'n dialects, or by those of the prestige
dialects. We read the rhetorical practices that info rm the articles in "The
Resilient Ea rth " in a parallel way: they are " rheto ri cal hypercorrections, "
texts approximating the fo rms and fo rmations of the do minant gro ups,
but missing significantly.
But Bo urdieu acutely points out what Labo v's fo rmal account overlooks: the powerfu l do not hypercorrect. They don 't need to; they have no
eco nomic moti ve to do so. So hypercorrection, like condescension, is an
asymmetrical relationship, and its asymmetry marks the flow of power.
When the writers of " The Resilient Earth" rhetoricall y hypercorrect, they
are telling us a bo ut the way power is manifested in specific rheto rical and
methodological practices. T hey may consolidate their fellow believers'
sense of their own integri ty, but they show themselves marginalalways-in the la rger linguistic marketplace.
Do these writers "know" what they are doing? We think probably not.
But a mo re interesting way to view their practices might begin with another
simple concept from sociolinguisti cs. Linguists studying the practices of
disenfranchised groups (like the gang members Labov studied) find a sort
of cultural wo rk in speakers' violating the rules, in being bad- linguisticall y and otherwise. Most o bvious are practices that value taboo
wo rds, but eq ua ll y compelling are research data confirming that certain
gro ups-African Ameri can adolescent males, say-"violate" the rules of
the standa rd dialect two to three times as often as do their female counterparts. Linguists call this " covert prestige," power gained in flouting the
practices of th e dominant culture. Rappers call it being " hard men," or, in
the oldest street term of all, " being bad. " In Bourdieu's terms, it's a value
creatio n process, a process of creating power by refusing to bow to the
rul es and practi ces controlling the marketplace. Always, Bourdieu expla ins, this sort of practice confe rs a local and tempo rary advantage among
a speaker's immedi ate group a nd a global, lo ng-term penalty in the larger
social context. 5 A speaker gains "covert prestige" at the cost of reinforcing
the group's disenfranchised status.
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What if we saw the positions and personae created by the writers in "The
Resil ient Earth" as forms of rh etorical covert prestige, as tactics to build
power (and solidarity and coherence) by voici ng the extreme, the overt,
and (from o ur viewpoi nt) the bizarre? 6 What if these writers anticipate, in
some sense, the scorn and derision of the environmental establishment,
and figure them into their tactics? In this view, we, and the complex of
beliefs we share with others in positions o f linguistic and political power,
are part of the marketplace in whi ch these writings are offered. It is our
"scorn"-a strategy operating much like Bourdieu's "condescension" that assigns value to these covert floutings of the norms of science, reasoning, and writing. T he more extreme our response, the more effective this
covert tactic of res istance. So in a descriptive sense, the extremism of "The
Resilient Earth " is a mark of the isolation of the political group that the
John Birch Society represents. In an explanatory sense, the extremism gains
local value from our hostile, often dismissive response. Both the Birchers
and we are present in the environmental rhetorical marketplace; we each
depend upon the other for coherence, for the means to mean.

Why It Matters So Much
What remains yet to be explained is why these issues matter so much to the
members of th e John Birch Society, why these writers and readers invest so
much energy and cultural capital in this virulent rhetoric. We can offer two
explanations: the first an application of a psychological theory of how we
form our sense of self, the second an extension of the social theory we have
offered th ro ughout.
If we are to understand the writings of groups so alien in their reasoning
and motivation as the John Birch Society are to most of us, we must fina lly
arri.ve back at the self, the place where institutions inculcate the habitus,
the body-and the psyche. Bourdieu's dynamic account of language as a
system of value and power creation is elegant as a political explanati on.
But beliefs are held by the self-even a socially constructed o ne-and no
political theory, finally, explains its internal d ynamics. Much current
theory rejects a ll talk of the self as an a rtifact of a humanist, inherentl y
reacti o nary way of reading cultural and political relations. Talk of the self
is often regarded as a holdover from nineteenth-century ro mantic individualism that excludes the power of the social and the political, and, indeed,
much of it is. As a result, theori es of political and social structure such as
the one we have offered usua ll y reject any th eory of psychology, any talk of
the internal dyna mics of the psyche. But we see the self as part of the social,
as the embodiment of cultural and political history. As we read through
"The Resilient Earth," we are struck by the intensity and depth of the
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writers'-and presumab ly the readers'- resistance to and resentment of
environmentalist rhetoric. And so we close with a brief account that might
explain the irrational power of the need for coherence and communityeven at the expense of reason-exemplified by the Jo hn Birch Society's
rhetoric.
Our account is based on the theory of "object relations" and the central
concept of "sel f objects" as articulated by Heinz Kohut, D. W. Winnicott,
and Alice M iller.? These theorists hold that we for m our initial sense of self,
our internal sense of who we are, through our earliest relationships with
things in our world. We develop a sense of self through th e way things
outside us act on and react to us; we come to know o urselves through these
everyday relations with the objects in the wo rld. At base, the fundamental
o bjects through which we develop our self are the fol ks who raised us, who
gave us our view of the world-not objects at all, but people. Fathers and
mothers, of course, but beyond them, all the members of our community
who tell us, discursively, who we are and how to be. Having formed our
self th rough relations with these objects, these people, we tend to reproduce these self-constructing relationships everywhere in o ur symbolic and
cultural creations. Individua lly and as a culture, we make things (physical
things, discursive things) that repeat our earliest relatio nship's because doing so rei nforces the self created by those relati onships. That is, we surround ourselves with stand-ins, substitutions for our familiar, primal objects. So it seems natu ral and human for us to seek those things and people
that serve to mirror back and support our image of coherent selves.
Certai nly people a re the o bvio us candidates as self objects in later life,
but rhetoric, too, can serve as a self object-and not just for members of
the John Birch Society. In fact, rhetoric may be th e most powerfu l of self
objects. As we have argued, it always sets relationships among its participants: roles, formations, a place to be. Rhetoric invokes a world and a
history and locates its users in that world. It does so in "T he Resilient
Earth," and it does so in our opening story abo ut pickups, mo untains, and
eagles' wings.
In order to explain how we surround ourselves with fami liar objects,
reprodu cing our earliest self-constructing relationships, Heinz Kohut describes two basic principles that structure object relations: the mirroring
and the idealizing relations. The mirroring relatio n provides a sense of
security, support, coherence, trust. It's ha rd not to see the mother as the
mirror and slip into a gendered reading that does some violence to the
elegance of Kohut's conception; a person of either gender can fi ll this role.
She/it reflects back to the young child a sense of being loved, accepted and
valued. When we enter o ur favored environmental rhetoric as native speakers, we reenter a world mirroring wholeness-one we worked hard for,
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and one we're good at. As we hea r familiar words, fam iliar references,
familiar names, we're accepted. In a way, rhetoric can be the enfolding,
supporting place where we feel safe, comp lete, at home.
T he idealizing relationship, in Kohut's conception, is the site of powerand for o ur reading, the more important concept. Either parent may be a
source of vicarious strength that we seek to recreate later in the relationships we set with the world and its inhabitants. So as we watch the people
who represent o ur ideal self-our mentors, or in this case the john Birch
Society writers and spokesmen-making hash out of our enemies while
using their own tools to do it, we're filled with a sense of the rightness of
our beliefs and choices, of our life- protected, defended, whole, coherent.
We transfer onto these people our earliest relationship with the powerful
figures who spoke for and protected us.
In object relations terms, "The Resilient Earth " is a celebration of affiliation with the ideal. The writers speak for us, and of us. And they speak (and
speak against) a totalized, coherent o ther that embodies all that we are not.
It's a seductive relationship, and one hard ly isolated in this group or this
rhetorical foray against environmentalism.
The psychological explanation of why many people are so attracted to
powerful ideal objects helps extend our political analysis of the john
Birch Society rhetoric. In his explanation of linguistic practices, Bourdieu
argues that rhetoric is shaped by the relation between a spea ker's o r a
group's habitus and the values of the linguistic market. When a person's
linguistic habitus, and the social identity that goes along with it, are not
compatible with a particular field or market, when they have li ttle or no
value, a speaker may be at a loss for words. In our increasingly burea ucratic world, where politics have become professionalized, individuals
who feel marginalized by the powerful "insiders" mentioned so often in
"The Resilient Earth" may also feel disenfranchised and silenced. As individuals, they have no power to speak effectively. But they can make themselves heard as members of a group constitu ted around a spokesperson
vested with the right to speak on the group's behalf. Thus, by publicly
articulating the habitus of society members, the spokespersons (in this
case the spokesmen- women are notably absent from the whole issue) of
the John Birch Society create a forum through which members can be
heard and through which they can assert their social identi ty. Society
members identify with the writers, granting them the authority to speak
for them while getting in return the satisfaction of being enfranchised,
valued, and heard. In object relation terms, the spokespersons become
powerful ideal objects. For john Birch Society writers like Lee and Jaspers, their rhetoric is not simpl y an attempt to represent their particular
vision of the so cial world, and thus of themselves. It is also the means
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through wh ich they mobilize the support of the readers on whom their
rhetorical power depends. Although their rhetoric may ultimately fail on
th~ la ~ger market, it gives these writers and their readers a powerful
voJCe, If o~ l~ locally, ~nd a recogni zed and coherent social identity.
The position occup1ed by the John Birch Society reader and writer is
everywhere demonstrated in its writi ng. Indeed, the ideological constructs
a~e al most obsessively present. T he clearest illustration, and one that provides an elegant close to o ur reading, is a single sentence printed on the
cover of "The Resilient Ea rth ":
Far from being fragile, our planet is a vast and versatile creation designed to flourish under man's innovative stewardship.
I

This is a strikingly "overdetermined " statement, with multiple layers of
meaning all pointing to the same ideological positio n, the same construction of a self and its relationsh ips to the world. The no minalization "creation" hides a verb-create-which in turn enta ils a creator. With this
move, the writer sanctifies the universe by implying the existence of a
creator, but by turning the relatio nship of creator to planet into a noun,
"creation," and omitting any explicit mention of a creator, he masks the
ideological claim for a divine creator. T he hidden creator, and the planet
created, are further specified through the passive-voice verb " designed."
Its unrealized subject is ambiguous, but will be read as the creator/
designer already entailed. And the word "designed" requ ires a designer
and a design. With the design theme comes a particular ontological constructio n: an ordered and teleologically coherent world. When the writer
adds the predicate "versatile," he claims that the earth was created res ilient and, by implication, that those who deny such resilience are apostate,
unbelievers. By aligning th e writer and reader with this ideological position, the text banishes relativism and the skeptical enterprises associated
with it.
Putting the content of the claim aside, we see a clear opposition between
an implied reader who agrees and others who resist; one a believer (in a
very pa rti cular cosmology) and the others rebellious. This opposition is
rein forced by the opening clause "far from being fragile"; those who believe that the earth is fragile reject the versati le creation and those who
believe in it. T his clause, and the use of "far " to introduce it, make rhetorical sense only if we read it as a refutation of an offstage claim: that the earth
is fragile. That the position being formed here rests o n particular and familiar religious beliefs is suppo rted by the connotation of "stewardship" from
the King james Bible and its associations with Renaissance British property
law. With the addition of " innovative" to modify stewardship, the proposition is moved into the present by invoking entrepreneurship and its particu-
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lar embodiment of individuality and autonomy, the "freedom " that the
writers of "The Resilient Earth" assert so insistently throughout their essays. 8 Indeed, a fu ll-page advertisement near the end of the magazine reproduces the U.S. Bill of Rights, our guarantee of freedom , above the statement: " We at DEAN SELLERS FORD believe freedom of mobi lity is as
fundamental as our 'Bill of Rights.' "The advertisement encourages readers to "See Dean Sellers Ford for your new freedom machine."

Conclusion
Is the planet fragile? Certainl y we t hink so. Certainly much environmentalist writi ng says so. Certainly the writer captioning "The Resilient Earth "
knows that much environmentalist writing says so. But critical for our case
is the way this text locates its writer and readers in relation to others in the
culture, to certain ideological positions and to particula r ways of using
language to draw absolute boundaries between groups and to establish a
coherent, political self. T he cultura l work being done here, like that done
by the pickup driver's love of nature displayed on his w indow-and our
love of knowledge displayed in our scorn for it- is beyond the realm of
reason. It is performed in the complex marketplace of language and power,
and finds its fi nal location in the habitus that locates our fragi le selves.
Reading "The Resil ient Earth," the intended reader finds a clearly defined
self: believer, Christian, owner, steward, innovator, essentialist, individualist, agonist. What can we offer that compares with the sed uctive political
and psychological identity provided by this rhetorical place/object?
T he answer, as we have said ea rli er, to the John Birch Society rhetoric is
not simply more and more careful rational argument. Our analysis suggests that their rhetoric emerges from the relationshi p between their
habitus and the cultural market, a relationship between t heir identity and
t he dominant hierarchy of va lue and social power. This suggests that, as
w ith complex environmental problems, solutions to this rhetorical problem are not local but systemic. Their rhetorical position is at least partly, we
wou ld claim mostly, the result of social and political marginalization and
domin ation. If this is in fact the case, it suggests two kinds of response to
extremist environ mental rhetoric, neither one easy. When we are engaged
in specific, local exchanges, we need to respond not only to substantive
disagreements over " facts," but also to the social and psychological motives behind the Birchers' rhetori c. But to change the rhetoric itself, we
need, collectively, to address the material and social condi tions-economic, political, educational- that produce and maintain both t heir
habitus and o ur own and th eir respective relations to the linguistic and
cultura l market.
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NOTES
1. In Pierre Bou rdi eu's view, everyday language-life is an encounter between
our va rious habits a nd th e cul tural " fields," the sites or pl aying fields on which
everyday life is "played." W hen we are accepted as players, we are confi rmed-as a
teacher might be every time she successfully conducts a class, or as a physician
might be w hen she treats a patient. T he product of many such confirming encounters is a cohe rent sense of our selves, and a coherent sense of the social fields on
which we p lay.
2. This model o f action draws, o f course, on Louis Althusser's disturbingly
constricting notion of the "good subject" interpellated by her material conditions
of existence in to a conscio usness she neither sees nor is able to criticize. A less
determin istic and, for us, more convincing view can be found in Bou rdieu's
habitus or Giddens' theory of "structuration." In both models subjects are guided
to act in particular ways, not necessa rily with co nscious awareness, but not
blindly or hopelessly.
1
3. Bourdieu's structural sociology of language is obviously inspired by
Saussure. Bourdieu is at pains, however, to reject Saussure's forma lism, arguing
that Saussure's th eo ry takes language as a " pre-constructed object, ignoring its
social laws of construction and masking its social genesis" (44). The mean in gmakingcontrast, in Bourdieu's view, comes from "sociologica ll y pertinent" oppositions created by the political distribution of power within society. His social theory
takes as its object "the relationship between the structured systems of sociologicall y pertinent linguistic differences and the equall y structured systems of social
differences" (54).
4. We a re indebted here to a conversation w ith Noam Chomsky on t he rhetoric
(and fund ing) of the organized American political right. In Chomsky's view, and
ou rs, the rise of the right- however frightening- is a cause for some hope. Their
progra m to restore "fam ily val ues," a teleological view of rea lity, a fi xed socia l
order, and so on indicates the destruction, probab ly permanent, of that ideological
comp lex after t he 1960s.
5. For an a nalysis of hypercorrection as a sel f-defining act in the absolutely
hegemonic setting of corporate America, see Brown and Herndl (1986).
6. T his model of rhetorical action, and the terminology of "strategy" and subversive "tactic," is described by Michel de Certeau in The Practice of Everyday
Life. De Certea u fo llows Bourdieu in looking at language practices as complex
"economies" of self a nd power, but he is usefully more explicit in na ming the
devices of the undercl ass, th e powerless, as "tactics," deployed against the official
"strategies " of dominant groups. Both Bourdieu and de Certeau take their cues
from Michel Foucault, particu larly his study of t he creation and power of "disciplinary" systems in Discipline and Punish.
7. The central appeal of object relations theory is the elegance with which it
allows us to read current behavior as a trope of childhood experience. W hi le most
of its proponents consider (or once considered) themselves psychoanalysts, they
have all abandoned t he rigidity o f the classical drive-a nd-stage theory for a view
much less essenti alizing and more amenable to crosscu ltura l application. All, with
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Lacan, would see the unconscious as structured like a language, but they would
seek the structure of this la nguage in the cu ltural matrix that supports us. This
makes it possible to understand the individual psychodynamic as part of the social
and political. Thus, while we recogn ize the difficulty of using psychoanalytic
th eory w ith in political analysis, we think that this model of the self is essentially
consistent with Bourdieu's idea of the ha bitus-in both, the self is constructed in
relation to the surrou nding cultural and materia l circumstances.
The best overview of object relations theory is H einz Kohut's "The Disorders of
the Self and Their Treatment: An O utline." Kohut's two major books, The Analysis
of the Self and The Restoration of the Self, are complex but accessible. But most
interesting for our work is Alice Mi ller's work tracing the consequences of German
ideology through centuries of child-rearing (and abusing) practices. Her method is
unremittingly hermeneutic, revea ling the meanings of social a nd persona l behaviors from their roots in early experience. Best known is her first book, The Drama
of the Gifted Child, but more useful is For Your Own Good, where she shows how
charity and understanding come from understanding the social and psychic sources
of " dissonant " behavior.
8. Several sorts of linguistic analysis shape this analysis, prima rily H. Paul
Grice's account of the strategies of conversationa l cooperation. Like Bourdieu,
Grice proposed a conversational competence best represented as a set of dispositions to act in predictable ways in particular situ ations. Formulating these as his
"Cooperative Principle," Grice set out a loose ca lculus by means of which speakers
form their semiotic contributions (linguistic and otherwise) to fit and make sense in
the communicative events in wh ich they fi nd themselves. Grice's principle posits an
"economy" of com munication in which any speaker's "contribution" is guided by
the speaker's sense of its relevance to the topic or activity, its sufficiency as a contribution, its truth value, and its linguistic form, broadly conceived. So any language
use allows inferences beyond what is literally said. In this way, the "far from being
fragile" line we examined fits the conversational economy only if we assume that it
is a comment on someone's belief that the planet is near to being fragi le-and that
believer, by implication, becomes part of the whole rhetorical sense of the passage.
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